GlaxoSmithKline Withdraws Pandemrix Swine Flu Vaccine After
Adverse Reactions And Death
Manitoba's Chief Medical Officer of Health, Dr Joel Kettner
More than 100,000 doses of the H1N1 vaccine are being withdrawn across
the country, after Manitoba health officials announced Thursday they'd
noticed a higher-than-usual number of allergic reactions. Vaccine
manufacturer GlaxoSmithKline has asked several provinces to set aside the
170,000 doses from the questionable batch. One person is believed to have
died from an anaphylactic reaction following vaccination.
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Fox News Poll: Greater Fear Of Vaccine Than Swine Flu
A recent Fox News poll suggests that even when the vaccine becomes more
widely available, concern over its safety may prevent many at-risk Americans
from getting vaccinated. Uncertainty about the safety of the vaccine combined
with this measured concern about the virus itself could translate into lower
vaccination rates than public health officials would like.
Tami Buhr, Fox News

US Marine Disabled By Vaccine Refused Benefits
Lance Corporal Josef Lopez
Lance Cpl. Josef Lopez still suffers from injuries he began experiencing in

Iraq three years ago — injuries caused not by bombs or guns but by a
military-administered smallpox vaccine he got before he left the United
States. The shot, which the military strongly encourages troops to get,
triggered a rare bad reaction in the Marine from Missouri — leaving the
then-20-year-old Lopez in a coma, paralyzed for several weeks and unable to
breathe. Lopez has regained the ability to walk, but he limps. His loss of
bladder control means he has to wear a urine bag. He takes about 15 pills a
day to treat leg spasms and other conditions. Lopez and his family are upset
because the government says he isn't eligible for a special benefit of up to
$100,000 for members of the military who have suffered traumatic injuries.
Fox News

The Vaccines Profit Boom - Russian Roulette With Your Lives
Urinary tract infections. Grass allergies. Traveller’s diarrhea. You name it, the
pharmaceutical industry is working on a vaccine to prevent it. Vaccines are no
longer a sleepy, low-profit niche in a booming drug industry. Today, they are
giving ailing pharmaceutical makers a shot in the arm. One Click Note: With
drug patents expiring and very few new drugs in the pipeline, the
pharmaceutical industry has now gripped on to vaccines as the greatest profit
block buster of all time. No matter that the spreading Polio epidemics in
Nigeria have been caused by the Polio vaccine itself, no matter the multiple
million vaccines body count of the previously healthy now disabled and dead,
crushed under the pharmaceutical industry juggernaut. The Swine Flu Panic
has been one of the most sophisticated and lucrative marketing scams of all
time. Far from being reined in by politicians and governments, the
pharmaceutical industry is now enjoying a golden era by playing Russian
Roulette with your lives and those of your children.
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